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Abstract: Globally, industries are focusing on green habits, with world leaders demanding net zero
carbon; clean energy is considered an attractive and viable option. The Internet of things (IoT)
is an emerging technology with potential opportunities in the clean energy domain for quality
improvement in production and management. Earlier studies on IoTs show evidence that direct
adoption of such digital technology is an ordeal and incurs adoption barriers that must be prioritized
for effective management. Motivated by the claim, in this paper, the authors attempt to prioritize the
diverse adoption barriers with the support of the newly proposed Fermatean fuzzy-based decision
framework. Initially, qualitative rating information is collected via questionnaires on barriers and
criteria from the circular economy (CE). Later, these are converted to Fermatean fuzzy numbers used
by integrated approaches for decision processes. A regret scheme is put forward for determining
CE criteria importance, and the barriers are prioritized by using a novel ranking algorithm that
incorporates the WASPAS formulation and experts’ personal choices during rank estimation. The
applicability of the developed framework is testified via a case example. Sensitivity analysis and
comparison reveal the merits and limitations of the developed decision model. Results show that
labor/workforce skill insufficiency, an ineffective framework for performance, a technology divide,
insufficient legislation and control, and lack of time for training and skill practice are the top five
barriers that hinder IoT adoption, based on the rating data. Additionally, the criteria such as cost
cutting via a reuse scheme, resource circularity, emission control, and scaling profit with green habits
are the top four criteria for their relative importance values. From these inferences, the respective
authorities in the clean energy sector could effectively plan their strategies for addressing these
barriers to promote IoT adoption in the clean energy sector.

Keywords: circular economy; sustainability; regret theory; digital technology; WASPAS method

1. Introduction

Clean energy attracts attention worldwide as nations strive to reduce or eradicate their
carbon footprint. In the Paris Accord, world leaders committed to reducing carbon traces
from Earth [1]. Recently, India firmly committed to sustainable green/lean development [2]
by planning to reduce carbon traces by 45% by the year 2030. This updated agreement
truly showcases the concrete focus of the nation towards sustainability. Additionally, the
country plans to adopt non-fossil fuels for a 50% share of installed capacity to generate
electricity to meet the demand (www.carbonbrief.org, accessed on 3 October 2022). In
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2015, India launched the ‘Digital India’ initiative, which was primarily targeted to scale up
the IT sectors and make them an integral part of the nation’s development by integrating
technologies into diverse fields such as health, environment, economy, and education [3].
The Internet of things (IoTs) is a digital technology applicable in diverse fields such as
agriculture, environment, health, and energy [4,5]. IoT is a fast-growing technology in the
global market. It can be defined as things connected via the internet by network connection
in either wired or wireless format [6].

Production and distribution of clean energy to satisfy its demand involve a crucial
play of consistent interconnection between diverse entities, and embedding IoT technology
in the clean energy field is a convenient and reasonable approach to achieving success [7,8].
Driven by this train of thought, many IoT vendors prepare themselves for the new and
emerging use case of implementing IoT in the clean energy sector. Specifically, the launch of
the ‘Digital India’ initiative and the updated Paris Accord indicate a promising opportunity
for sustainable and global development in India. A scheme called “Atal Mission for
Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation” (AMRUT), launched in 2015 in India, focused
on the transformation of cities for better living by adopting innovative solutions actively
supported by digital technologies [9]. In the process of developing smart cities with active
and well-connected businesses, clean energy plays a substantial role, and there arises a
need for energy at a feasible cost, in sufficient quantity, and in a clean manner.

Although there is interest in embedding IoT in the clean energy sector, its direct
adoption is an ordeal, as it involves diverse barriers/challenges that hinder adoption.
From the stakeholders’ point of view, it is essential to rank these barriers for a better
understanding of the severity of these barriers/challenges so that strategies can be planned
and implemented to resolve the challenges/barriers easily. Mardani et al. [10] prepared
a SWOT analysis-based decision approach for ranking technologies based on diverse
barriers. Further, Cui et al. [11] assessed different IoT organizations based on diverse
barriers under the Pythagorean decision framework. Driven by these studies, in this paper,
the authors plan to rank barriers that hinder IoT adoption within clean energy sectors by
proposing a new decision framework under the Fermatean fuzzy context. As discussed
above, there is an urge to rank such barriers to promote their success within their respective
sectors. The rating of these barriers is accompanied by circular economy (CE) criteria,
which actively promotes sustainability and supports the rating of IoT adoption barriers.
CE follows the theme of zero waste and aims to make the waste of one resource into
another. Complementing the linear economy that follows the ‘take–make–use–dispose’
theme, CE follows the ‘take–make–use–dispose’ theme, eradicating wastage in the system.
CE obeys the 4 Rs, viz., reuse, reduce, recycle, and remove. Some critical components
of CE are the product service system, cradle to cradle, industrial economy, performance
economy, etc. [12].

Motivation and Research Contributions

Some research gaps that can be identified in the barrier ranking frameworks are:
(i) experts expect a broader/flexible window for expressing their opinions; (ii) hesitation
in preference elicitation by experts is not captured adequately; (iii) the nature of criteria
is not considered during weight calculation; and (iv) personal choices of experts are not
considered during rank estimation of IoT adoption barriers. To circumvent these gaps,
specific research contributions are made in the present work, and they are presented in a
nutshell below:

• Initial qualitative rating data from experts via questionnaires are converted to Fer-
matean fuzzy data (FFD) [13], which not only offers flexibility to experts in terms of
opinion sharing from both preference and non-preference aspects but also helps to
model uncertainty better by using three grades of uncertainty viz., membership, hesi-
tancy, and non-membership as claimed in [13]. The inequality constraint a3 + b3 ≤ 1
(a is the membership grade and b is the non-membership grade) allows flexibility in
the orthopair values, thereby providing a window for experts to express their opinions
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effectively compared to fuzzy set, intuitionistic, and Pythagorean fuzzy sets. Based on
the discussion with experts regarding the quantification of the qualitative terms for
the degree of preference and non-preference, the conversion is made by adhering to
the constraint of FFD.

• Weights of criteria are determined methodically by presenting a regret measure, which
not only captures the hesitation of experts but also considers the nature of criteria
during weight assessment.

• A new ranking algorithm is developed by considering the formulation of “weighted
aggregated sum product assessment” (WASPAS) and personal choices from experts to
obtain personalized ordering of barriers, which not only provides a sense of personal-
ization but also adds rationality to the decision process by considering the rating for
each criterion and their overall opinion for a particular option (barrier in this case).

• Further, a case example of barriers to IoT adoption in the clean energy sector within
India is demonstrated to understand the model’s usefulness.

• Finally, sensitivity analysis for weight values followed by a comparison of the proposed
model with extant models from both the application and method perspectives is
performed to understand the merits and limitations of the current work.

The rest of this article is organized in the following fashion. The literature review
of existing models for barrier prioritization and Fermatean fuzzy-based models for the
decision process is provided in Section 2. The methodology is explained stepwise in
Section 3, where the basic concepts are provided along with the detailed procedure for
criteria weight determination and personalized ranking of barriers hindering IoT adoption.
Section 4 offers a case example demonstrating the developed framework’s applicability.
Comparison from both the application and method point of view is presented in Section 5,
and finally, a conclusion with future direction to research is given in Section 6.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Decision Models for Barriers Ranking

In recent times, barrier ordering and selection is becoming crucial owing to their
significance in the net growth of an organization. As nations firmly commit to reducing
carbon traces, sustainability is becoming a key factor [14,15]. However, in practical cases,
adopting components such as technologies, sustainable operations, and green habits is
indirect, and critical barriers hinder adoption. Table 1 presents a brief summary of such
barrier selection using decision approaches to show the earlier works in the respective field.

Table 1. Summarized view of different barrier assessment decision models in the literature.

Source Application Methods
Proposed

No of
Alternatives

No of
Criteria

Whether
Sensitivity
Analysis Is

Done or Not

Whether
Comparative
The Analysis

Is Done
or Not

Fuzzy Set
Used

[11] IoT barriers CoCoSo
SWARA 4 25 Yes No PFS

[12] Sustainability
barriers

AHP
ELECTRE 15 9 No Yes Fuzzy set

[16]
Offshore

outsourcing barriers
evaluation

AHP 3 10 Yes No Interval
fuzzy set

[17]
Supply chain
management

barriers
ELECTRE 6 9 No Yes IFS
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Table 1. Cont.

Source Application Methods
Proposed

No of
Alternatives

No of
Criteria

Whether
Sensitivity
Analysis Is

Done or Not

Whether
Comparative
The Analysis

Is Done
or Not

Fuzzy Set
Used

[18]
IoT barriers in
manufacturing

industry

AHP
TOPSIS 10 13 No Yes Fuzzy set

[19]
Sustainable

consumption
barriers

ANP 20 4 No Yes Fuzzy set

[20]
Industry 4.0

implementation
barriers

SWARA
WASPAS 6 5 Yes No Fuzzy set

[21] Waste management
barriers COCOSO 15 4 Yes Yes FFS

[22] Hydrogen up-site
barriers

WASPAS
COPRAS 14 4 No Yes IFS

[23] Blockchain in CE
adoption barriers ANP 14 7 Yes Yes HFLTS

[24]

Prioritization of
barriers in Indian

manufacturing
industries

AHP
ANP 15 4 Yes No Fuzzy set

[25] Spray painting robot
barriers

SWARA
COCOSO 6 7 No Yes IFS

[26] Tourism barrier
evaluation

DEMATEL
ISM 17 4 No Yes IFS

[27] CE barriers CoCoSo 15 5 Yes No Fuzzy set

[10] Digital technology
barrier selection

SWARA
WASPAS 4 24 Yes Yes HFS

Note: IFS—intuitionistic fuzzy set, PFS—Pythagorean fuzzy set, AHP—analytical hierarchy process,
ANP—analytic network process, SWARA—stepwise weight assessment ratio analysis, WASPAS—weighted
aggregated sum product assessment, ELECTRE—elimination and choice expressing reality, CoCoSo—Combined
Compromise Solution method, HFLTS—hesitant fuzzy linguistic term set, DEMATEL—decision-making trial and
evaluation laboratory, ISM—interpretive structural modeling, COPRAS—complex proportion assessment, and
FFS—Fermatean fuzzy set.

Table 2 shows the need for the proposed decision model by pointing out the research
gaps in the extant barrier prioritization decision models from the literature. It can be
noted from Table 2 that IFS, PFS, and FFS can express both preference and non-preference
values, unlike the classical fuzzy set and its interval variants. Additionally, among IFS,
PFS, and FFS, from [13], it is clear that FFS has a broader scope/window for choice/views
expression as they have a constraint as µ3 + υ3 ≤ 1, which allows membership grade and
non-membership grade to take values such as (0.95, 0.10) and (0.80, 0.70), which are not
acceptable by PFS and IFS. So, FFS has a high level of broadness compared to other fuzzy
forms discussed in Table 1. Table 2 supports the research gaps mentioned in Section 1 and
motivates the authors to propose some research contributions presented in Section 1.
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Table 2. Summarized view of research gaps in extant barrier prioritization models.

Sources
Expressing Both
Preference and
Non-Preference

Level of
Broadness for

Choice
Expression

Experts’
Hesitation during

Weight
Calculation

Criteria Type
during Weight

Calculation

Personalized
Ranking

[11] Yes Moderate Not considered Not considered No

[12] No No Not considered Not considered No

[16] No No Not considered Not considered No

[17] Yes Low Not considered Not considered No

[18] No No Not considered Not considered No

[19] No No Not considered Not considered No

[20] No No Not considered Not considered No

[21] Yes High Not considered Not considered No

[22] Yes Low Not considered Not considered No

[23] No No Not considered Not considered No

[24] No No Not considered Not considered No

[25] Yes Low Not considered Not considered No

[26] Yes Low Yes Not considered No

[27] No No Not considered Not considered No

[10] No No Not considered Not considered No

Proposed Yes High Yes Yes Yes

2.2. Fermatean Fuzzy-Based Decision Models

To overcome the issues in the fuzzy set, Atanassov [28] developed the intuitionistic
fuzzy set (IFS) that could represent uncertainty in three dimensions: membership, non-
membership, and hesitancy. However, the IFS was limited in terms of a window for
preference expression. In order to expand the idea, [29] put forward the Pythagorean fuzzy
set (PFS), which offered extended flexibility to experts for sharing her/his preferences.
However, still, some restrictions prevailed in the process of preference elicitation, which was
addressed by Senapati and Yager [13] via the Fermatean fuzzy set (FFS), which raised the
powers of membership and non-membership to three allowing the FFS to offer expanded
window size for preference elicitation. Soon after, FFS gained attraction from researchers in
the decision-making fields, and in this section, we briefly present the FFS-based decision
models. Keshavarz-Ghorabaee et al. [30] presented FFS-based WASPAS green supplier
selection in a construction zone. Sahoo [31] performed bride selection with the help of
FFS-based TOPSIS and newly developed score functions. Some new operational laws were
implemented with an extension to WPM for FFS-based decision making [32]. Additionally,
some weighted aggregation functions from the arithmetic and geometric context were
proposed along with their fundamental properties to show their potential in group decision
making [33]. Similarity measures are newly developed for performing pattern recognition
with FFS [34]. Further, distance/knowledge measures are presented under the FFS context
for enhancing the theoretical base of the generic orthopair structure. Akram et al. [35]
developed aggregation functions such as ordered weighted average and Einstein version of
weighted average under the FFS context for sanitizer selection to reduce COVID-19 spread
among communities. Silambarasan [36] presented some new operational laws with their
properties and analytical proof to build a theoretical foundation of FFS with a significant
focus on implication operators.

Furthermore, Gul [37] made lab selection for COVID-19 testing under the FFS context
using the SAW and VIKOR rank methods. Aydin [38] extended the MABAC approach to
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FFS under a multi-expert context to demonstrate the model’s usefulness in the decision
process via an illustrative example. Deng and Wang [39] presented distance measures under
FFS to improve a theoretical aspect of FFS and showcased its usefulness in the decision
process. Recently, Jeevaraj [40] presented the interval variant of FFS and showcased its
theoretical benefit in decision making. Krishankumar et al. [41] performed zero carbon
material evaluation in a construction zone by adopting a FFS-based integrated approach
with CRITIC-COPRAS. Mishra et al. [42] presented another variant of FFS with interval
hesitant context and extended the COPRAS approach to perform desalination technique
selection. Hadi et al. [43] presented the Hamacher version of aggregation functions and
weighted forms for promoting group decisions with FFS. Krishankumar et al. [44] came
up with SWOT-based comprehensive method under the FFS context for ranking IoTSPs
for enabling sustainable transportation in urban regions. Kirisci [45] proposed FFS-based
aggregation operators with fundamental properties for the rational evaluation of infectious
diseases. Sindhu et al. [46] prepared FFS-based TOPSIS for Dengue disease evaluation.
Ali and Ansari [47] developed Fermatean fuzzy bipolar soft models and theoretical and
practical foundations and applied the model for surgeon robot evaluation.

3. Methodology
3.1. Preliminaries

Consider some basic concepts related to IFS and FFS in this section.

Definition 1 [48]: T is a fixed set, and Q ⊂ T is also fixed. Then,
−
Q is an IFS in T such that,

Q =
{

t, µQ(t), υQ(t)
∣∣∣tεT

}
(1)

where µQ(t), υQ(t), and πQ(t) = 1−
(

µQ(t) + υQ(t)
)

are in the unit interval and are referred
to as the membership, non-membership, and hesitancy grades, µQ(t) + υQ(t) ≤ 1.

Definition 2 [13]: T is as before and t ∈ T. Then, the FFS FF on T is considered as,

FF = {t, µFF(t), υFF(t)|tεT} (2)

where µFF(t), υFF(t) are in the range 0 to 1 and termed as grades of membership and non-
membership. Moreover, 0 ≤ (µFF(t))

3 + (υFF(t))
3 ≤ 1.

Note 1: FF = (µα, υα)∀α = 1, 2, . . . , τ is called Fermatean fuzzy number (FFN). Collectively,
of FFN is FFS. IFS and FFS are special cases on q-rung orthopair fuzzy set and at q = 1, IFS is
obtained and at q = 3, FFS is obtained.

Definition 3 [49]: FF1 and FF2 are two FFNs. Arithmetic operations with FFN are given by,

FF1
⊕

FF2 =

((
1−

(
1− µ3

1

)(
1− µ3

2

))1/3
, υ1υ2

)
(3)

FFρ
1 =

(
µ

ρ
1,
(

1−
(

1− υ3
1

)ρ)1/3
)

, ρ > 0 (4)

ρ× FF2 =

((
1−

(
1− µ3

2

)ρ)1/3
, υ

ρ
2

)
, ρ > 0 (5)

FF1
⊗

FF2 =

(
µ1µ2,

(
1−

(
1− υ3

1

)(
1− υ3

2

))1/3
)

(6)

S(FF2) = µ3
2 − υ3

2 (7)
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A(FF2) = µ3
2 + υ3

2 (8)

where Equations (3)–(8) describe the addition, power function, scalar multiplication, multi-
plication, score, and accuracy.

ρ is the scalar quantity used in Equations (4) and (5) for power function and scalar
multiplication, respectively. By applying the ρ value to the FFN, we get an output, which
is also an FFN and ρ can take any value greater than 0. For ease of understanding of the
operation, an example is considered.

It must be noted that in the sense of arithmetic operation, ρ is some scalar quantity
greater than 0, but in the decision-making process, ρ is considered as the weight of entities
such as experts or criteria. Consider an example below to understand the working of
the operator.

Example 1: Let FF1 be an FFN with value (0.75, 0.80) with scalar quantity cases such as ρ = 0.4
and ρ = 7, for instance. Now Equations (4) and (5) are applied to determine the power value and
scalar multiplication value.

FFρ
1 =

(
µ

ρ
1,
(

1−
(

1− υ3
1

)ρ)1/3
)
=

(
0.750.4,

(
1−

(
1− 0.83

)0.4
)1/3

)
= (0.89, 0.63)

(0.89, 0.63) is an FFN as the sum of cubes of 0.89 and 0.65 yields 0.96 as a result that is less than or
equal to 1.

FFρ
1 =

(
µ

ρ
1,
(

1−
(

1− υ3
1

)ρ)1/3
)
=

(
0.757,

(
1−

(
1− 0.83

)7
)1/3

)
= (0.13, 0.99)

(0.13, 0.99) is an FFN as the sum of cubes of 0.13 and 0.99 yields 0.99 as a result that is less than or
equal to 1.

ρ× FF1 =

((
1−

(
1− µ3

1

)ρ)1/3
, υ

ρ
1

)
=

((
1−

(
1− 0.753

)0.4
)1/3

, 0.80.4

)
= (0.58, 0.91)

(0.58, 0.91) is an FFN as the sum of cubes of 0.58 and 0.91 yields 0.96 as a result that is less than or
equal to 1.

ρ× FF1 =

((
1−

(
1− µ3

1

)ρ)1/3
, υ

ρ
1

)
=

((
1−

(
1− 0.753

)7
)1/3

, 0.87

)
= (0.99, 0.21)

(0.99, 0.21) is an FFN as the sum of cubes of 0.99 and 0.21 yields 0.99 as a result that is less than or
equal to 1.

From Example 1, it is clear that for different values of ρ greater than 0, we obtain
values that are FFNs. This way, the scalar quantity is used to determine the power function
and scalar multiplication of FFN.

3.2. Weight Etimation by Regret Measure

This section proposes a novel approach for weight calculation of criteria used in the
decision process for rating alternatives. In general, weight estimation is a crucial step
in the decision process, as it helps understand the relative importance of criteria, which
typically influences the ordering of alternatives. Mostly, weight determination is seen
as either with no a priori information or with partial information. In the first case (no a
priori information), weights are determined by using approaches such as the analytical
hierarchy process [50], entropy [51], stepwise weight assessment ratio analysis [52], and the
best–worst approach [53]. These approaches can determine weights without any a priori
information about criteria. However, in the second case, information about criteria in the
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form of inequality constraints is required to determine the weights. In practical decision-
making situations, specific applications offer partial information about each criterion from
the experts’ point of view, which must be considered in the weight calculation process.
At that time, mathematical models were developed that generally considered constrained
optimization models [54].

Among the two prominent cases, the second case incurs an implicit overhead by
embedding partial information in the calculation process, mitigated in the first case. In
the present study, we consider the first case for weight determination. Though extant
models determine weights, hesitation is not well captured during weight determination,
and the nature of the criteria needs to be considered during the calculation phase. To
better resolve the issues, the regret measure is put forward under the FFS context, which
determines weights by considering the nature of criteria and hesitation of experts during
preference articulation. Apart from these features, the attitude of experts in the form of
weight information is embedded into the regret model for a rational assessment of weight
values. A vector of experts’ weights is considered along with the criterion opinion vectors
from each expert to determine weights of criteria based on the procedure presented below:

Step 1: Form R vectors of 1× G order by considering qualitative terms, which are then
transformed to FFN based on values from the table.

Step 2: Determine accuracy values by applying Equation (8) to the FFN from Step 1.
It must be noted that the matrix order remains intact, and an accuracy matrix is obtained.
Calculate weighted accuracy by multiplying experts’ weight and accuracy values, a vector
R× 1 multiplied with G vectors of R× 1.

Step 3: Calculate two measures, viz., Von Neumann measure and regret measure
by applying Equations (9) and (10). Ideally, the order of the matrix from both equations
is R× G.

NUl j =
(

Ql j

)a
(9)

TYl j = 1− e−b×NUl j (10)

where a and b are parameters reflecting risk aversion and regret aversion coefficient with
the range 0 to 1 that influences the Von Neumann and regret measures, respectively, and
Ql j = λl × A

(
FFl j

)
with A

(
FFl j

)
being the accuracy value of FFN FFl j, λl being the

weight value of expert l. It must be noted that the greater the value of a and b, the greater
will be the aversion to risk and regret, respectively.

The accuracy measure adopted in Equation (9) is a weighted accuracy value that
embeds the attitude of experts formulated in the form of weights in the unit interval, and
this intuitively provides a sense of rationale in the weight determination process, since
experts play a significant role in data elicitation both for criteria and alternatives, which
in this case would be CE criteria and barriers. Typically, the experts’ attitudes would
influence the decision process, and so the authors attempted to adopt the same in the
proposed formulation.

Step 4: Use the values from Step 3 to determine utility values associated with each
criterion to form a vector of 1× G. Equation (11) is adopted to calculate the criteria utility.

TI j = ∑R
l=1

(
NUl j + TYl j − NU∗j

)
(11)

where TI j is the utility value for criterion j and NU∗j is the maximum for j from the benefit
type and minimum for j from the cost type.

Step 5: Normalize the vector from Step 4 to estimate the weight vector, which is of
1× G order. The values range from 0 to 1 and sum to one.

Wj =
TI j

∑G
j=1 TI j

(12)
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where Wj is the weight value of criterion j.
From Equation (12), the weight vector of 1×G can be obtained that depicts the relative

importance of the criteria that would be used further in the next section to determine the
rank values of barriers that hindered the adoption of IoT in clean energy sectors.

3.3. Rank Algorithm for Ordering Barriers

This section proposes a novel algorithm for ordering barriers that hinder IoT adoption
in the clean energy sector based on rank values. As we know, ranking is a potential phase
in the decision process that helps arrange the alternatives in a certain order so that the
selection of suitable alternatives becomes possible. Intuitively, it can be inferred that though
experts provide her/his rating for an alternative over a set of criteria, they tend to pose
an implicit overall choice for the set of candidate alternatives, which is considered crucial
information in the decision process [55].

Driven by the claim, in this section, the authors propose a new ranking algorithm by
considering the formulation of WASPAS and experts’ choice vectors. This offers not only a
sense of rationality towards decision making but also a feeling of personalization in terms
of ranking that is lacking in extant models. Specifically, the authors consider a choice vector
representing experts’ personal choice on each alternative. Since this is essential information,
embedding this into the ranking algorithm aids in rational decision making. WASPAS
method is considered in the formulation of the ranking algorithm, and it can be seen that
WASPAS is (i) a simple and elegant approach for rank estimation; (ii) it determines the
final rank of alternatives by considering both the weighted sum and weighted product
values of each alternative with a linear combination mechanism; (iii) also, strategy values
are considered during rank estimation that in some sense reflects the experts’ decision
behavior with the principle of strategy value greater than 0.50 corresponds to optimistic
behavior, less than 0.50 corresponds to suspicious behavior, and equal to 0.50 corresponds
to neutral behavior.

Motivated by these features, the procedure for personalized ordering of barriers is
presented below:

Step 1: H barriers are rated qualitatively over G criteria to form a H × G rating matrix,
which is further transformed into an FFN decision matrix based on tabular values.

Step 2: Determine the weighted FFN by adopting Equation (5) based on the data from
Step 1 and a choice vector of 1× H, with hi being the choice associated with barrier i. Later,
determine the weighted accuracy by adopting Equation (8) to obtain a matrix of H × G.

Step 3: Determine the weighted sum vector and weighted product vector by adopting
Equations (13) and (14) by considering the weighted accuracy matrix from Step 2. The
weighted accuracy value from Step 2 and the criteria weight vector from the previous
section are considered for calculating the parameters associated with the algorithm.

SMi = ∑G
j=1 Wj ×WAij (13)

PTi = ∏G
j=1

(
WAij

)Wj (14)

where SMi is the weighted sum of alternative i and PTi is a weighted product of alternative
i, Wj is the weight of criterion j.

Step 4: Adopt a linear combination mechanism by considering parameters from
Equations (13) and (14) to determine the final ranking of barriers. Equation (15) is applied
to calculate the barriers’ final rank vector. A vector of 1× H is obtained as the rank vector
used to select suitable barriers.

γi = β× SMi + (1− β)× PTi (15)

where β is the strategic value in the unit interval, and γi is the final rank value associated
with barrier i.
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From the formulation, the following inferences can be gained: (i) two parameters, viz.,
weighted sum and weighted product, are determined for each alternative, which follows
the aggregation function for arithmetic and geometric zones; (ii) final rank is determined by
considering linear combination mechanism of both the parameters, which is supported by
a strategy factor β to understand the effect of decision behavior of experts on the ordering
of barriers; and (iii) finally, the algorithm considers personal choices of experts in the form
of a choice vector on alternatives (barriers), which is embedded in the formulation to gain a
rational ranking of barriers that hinder IoT adoption in the clean energy sector.

Figure 1 shows the working model of the proposed framework that provides a clear
understanding of how the model can be implemented for barrier ranking of IoT adoption
in the clean energy sector. The procedure begins with data collection from experts for
different barriers and CE criteria, which are shortlisted by the expert committee based on
detailed discussion and voting mechanisms. The collected data are a Likert-scale rating
further transformed to FFN based on the tabular values. The collected data are put in
the form of matrices for determining the criteria weights and the rank values of barriers.
These matrices are given as input to the methods proposed in Section 3. Opinion vectors
from experts on each criterion are fed as input to the Fermatean fuzzy (FF) regret measure
algorithm that determines the weights of criteria by considering the importance of each
expert along with the opinion vectors. Based on the Von Neumann measure, regret measure,
and utility factor, the weight vector is obtained that is later provided as input to the ranking
algorithm (FF-WAPAS) along with the preference matrix from the committee. The weighted
sum and the weighted product are calculated for each barrier, and finally, rank values are
determined based on different strategy values. Based on these rank values, finally, barriers
are ordered, and the top barrier is identified by the organization/stakeholders for effective
strategic planning to circumvent the challenge/barrier. The model developed in this paper
is elegant and attempts to minimize human intervention, thereby reducing subjectivity
and biases. It must be noted that methodical determination of decision parameters, such
as weights of criteria and rank values of alternatives (barriers here), reduces subjectivity
and inaccuracies.

From Tables 1 and 2, the authors identify some research gaps that are circumvented
by the research contributions presented in this research. We use the FFS as preference
information that is capable of representing membership as well as non-membership grades.
Fuzzy sets and their interval variants cannot represent these grades explicitly, but IFS and
PFS can do so. Even though PFS and IFS can represent two grades explicitly, the level
of broadness in choice expression is not high, and as a result, values such as (0.95, 0.10),
(0.80, 0.70), etc. cannot be accepted by IFS and PFS but is acceptable in FFS. This feature
motivated the authors to use FFS in this study.

Further, experts’ weights are methodically calculated to reduce subjectivity and inac-
curacies. Further, the regret measure can consider criteria type and hesitation of experts
in the weight calculation process, which needs to be improved in extant barrier ranking
models (kindly refer to Table 2). Finally, choice-driven ranking is presented in this work,
which allows consideration of personal choices during rank estimation to get a sense of
personalization in the prioritization process, which is also not explored in extant barrier
ranking models (kindly refer to Table 2).
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4. Case Example of Barrier Ranking in the Clean Energy Sector

This section puts forward an example to express the usefulness of the model developed
by the authors. For this purpose, the clean energy sector of India is considered. Based on the
discussion with personnel from the respective sector, it is evident that there is an urge for
digital technology to provide a consistent and rational solution to the problems associated
with the sector, such as production, distribution, and maintenance. The initiative ‘Digital
India’ has triggered different sectors to investigate the possibilities for adopting technolo-
gies in their work to mitigate issues and promote sustainability effectively. Specifically,
in the clean energy sector, the professionals mentioned the importance of IoT technology
that could effectively promote interactions among various devices and objects and aid in
increased communication among entities, thereby improving production, maintenance,
and distribution to meet the nation’s demand. The discussion also clarified that direct
adoption of technologies is not possible owing to diverse barriers involved in extending
technology-based solutions.

These professional claims motivated the present work and induced the authors
to search literature studies for diverse barriers. Studies such as Mardani et al. [10],
Cui et al. [11], and Hu et al. [56] are reviewed to choose the initial set of 22 barriers
that contribute to the problem of adoption of digital technologies such as IoT. Based on
these barriers, 15 are shortlisted for the present study. The professionals from the clean
energy sector claimed that there is an urge to order/rank these barriers so that strategic
plans could be made to resolve the most crucial barrier that would impede IoT adoption
in the sector. The core objective of utilizing digital technology such as IoT is to promote
sustainability within the sector and contribute to the green mission of the nation. As a result,
these 15 barriers are rated based on nine CE criteria [12]. Out of seven professionals, four
professionals formed a team to proceed further with the decision process. These personnel
have ten years of experience in technology-related solutions and networking concepts.
Additionally, this personnel had certification in IoT implementation and management,
which supported the study toward rational decision making. Experts considered for this
study are from the sustainability/circular economy, financial, and IoT design and engineer-
ing domains. Names and other personal details are kept anonymous for ethical reasons.
These experts formed a panel to rate 15 barriers based on nine criteria. The barriers and
criteria considered for the study are strategy insufficiency to combine Industry 4.0 and CE,
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labor/workforce skill insufficiency, and funding problems. Investment risk, an ineffective
framework for performance, insufficient legislation and control, ineffective waste manage-
ment, technology divide, improper or overutilization of resources, insufficient government
policies/initiatives, lack of attitude to adapt to change, short-term goals, ineffective man-
agement, lack of time for training and skill practice, lack of demand knowledge, and lack of
awareness of technology drive, which is rated qualitatively by adopting Likert scales based
on waste reduction and pollution control, cost cutting via a reuse scheme, emission control,
resource circularity, green logistics, resource/energy efficiency, green product design, green
purchase, and scaling profit with green habits.

All criteria are of benefit type from the list above, and the barriers are rated based on
these CE criteria. The clean energy sector intends to identify the ordering of these diverse
barriers based on the CE criteria so that it becomes viable for the sector to plan its strategies
appropriately to address or tackle barriers that hinder IoT adoption. In order to achieve the
goal, the clean energy sector adopts the proposed decision framework, which identifies
rank values for each barrier that hinders the adoption of IoT. Based on these values, the
barriers are ordered to determine the most effective and least influential barriers. This
would help in efficient strategy planning and management. With this notion, the procedure
for ranking barriers is presented below:

Step 1: Expert team rates 15 barriers based on nine CE criteria in a qualitative manner
by adopting a Likert scale rating. As a result, a decision matrix of order 15× 9 is formed.

Table 3 gives the conversion values of qualitative terms in terms of FFNs. Table 4
provides the decision matrix that represents the preference information given by the panel
for rating barriers that hinder IoT adoption in the clean energy sector based on CE criteria.
This is rating information in the qualitative form, which is converted to FFN based on
tabular values from Table 3.

Table 3. Qualitative rating with Fermatean fuzzy values.

Likert Scale FIN Likert Scale FIN

Extremely low (EL) (0.10,0.95) Very highly preferred (VHP) (0.95, 0.10)

Very low (VL) (0.60,0.90) Highly preferred (HP) (0.80, 0.60)

Moderately low (ML) (0.70,0.80) Moderately preferred (MP) (0.80, 0.65)

Low (L) (0.60,0.70) Preferred (P) (0.75, 0.60)

Moderate (M) (0.50,0.50) Neutral (N) (0.50, 0.50)

High (H) (0.75,0.60) Slightly preferred (SP) (0.60, 0.70)

Moderately high (MH) (0.80,0.65) Less preferred (LP) (0.70, 0.80)

Very high (VH) (0.80,0.60) Very less preferred (VLP) (0.60, 0.90)

Extremely high (EH) (0.95,0.10) Not preferred (NP) (0.10, 0.95)

Table 4. Preference data rating barriers based on criteria.

X
CE Criteria

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9

X1 M M VH ML L L L MH ML

X2 MH MH VH ML H MH VL MH MH

X3 MH MH H VH L L M VL H

X4 MH MH VH H L L H ML VH

X5 VL M MH MH L MH ML ML L

X6 VH MH L L MH H VL MH H
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Table 4. Cont.

X
CE Criteria

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9

X7 H H ML MH VL M MH L MH

X8 L M H ML M M MH H VH

X9 MH M M VL MH M L M VL

X10 MH VH H L H M H MH VH

X11 M ML H ML H M M MH H

X12 VH M L L M VH M VH VH

X13 H L MH MH L H H MH MH

X14 ML VL ML L L M L M M

X15 ML L VH VL M VL VL VH M

Values in Table 4 deal with the impact/influence a specific barrier would pose for a
CE criterion. The first two columns of Table 3 are utilized for converting Table 4 values to
their respective FFN.

Step 2: Construct a weight calculation matrix of 4× 9 order where each expert from
the panel provides her/his choice of each CE criterion. This eventually results in forming
four vectors, each of 1× 9 order. These vectors are qualitative that shares experts’ views on
CE criteria.

The values in Table 5 are converted to FFN by adopting Table 3 (the last two columns).
Section 3.2 further utilizes these to determine the weights/importance of CE criteria.

Von Neuman =


0.5 0.8 0.93 0.89 0.8 0.75 0.8 0.89 0.5
0.5 0.8 0.5 0.75 0.89 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.890

0.97 0.8 0.8 0.75 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.89
0.5 0.8 0.97 0.75 0.8 0.97 0.93 0.8 0.8



Regret =


0.22 0.33 0.37 0.36 0.33 0.31 0.33 0.36 0.22
0.22 0.33 0.22 0.31 0.36 0.22 0.22 0.31 0.36
0.38 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.22 0.33 0.33 0.22 0.36
0.22 0.33 0.38 0.31 0.33 0.38 0.37 0.33 0.33


Based on Table 5 and Equations (9) and (10), Von Neumann and regret measures are

calculated, which are further fed to Equation (11) for generating the utility vector of criteria.
It is finally normalized to determine the weights of criteria (Equation (12)), a vector of 1× 9
order, and it is given by 0.06, 0.21, 0.10, 0.14, 0.11, 0.06, 0.09, 0.10, and 0.13, respectively.

Step 3: The decision matrix from Step 1 and the criteria weight vector from Step 2
are considered to determine the personalized ranks by adopting the procedure presented
in Section 3.3.

Table 5. Criteria opinion vectors from experts.

Y
CE Criteria

Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4 Z5 Z6 Z7 Z8 Z9

Y1 N P LP MP P SP P MP N

Y2 N P N SP MP N N SP MP

Y3 VLP P P SP N P P N MP

Y4 N P VLP SP P VLP LP P P
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Values from Table 6 aid in determining the ranking order of barriers. The rank vector
in the last column of Table 4 is utilized for determining the ordering of barriers. As it can
be seen from the formulation in Section 3.3, along with the decision matrix and weight
vector, a personal choice vector is also considered as input, and it is given as 0.35, 0.40,
0.45, 0.30, 0.35, 0.65, 0.55, 0.60, 0.60, 0.70, 0.50, 0.45, 0.55, 0.40, and 0.60, respectively. Based
on the γi Vector, the ordering of barriers, is given by X2 � X4 � X7 � X5 � X13 � X6 �
X3 � X1 � X14 � X11 � X15 � X10 � X12 � X9 � X8. It can be seen that barrier X2
is considered more crucial per the preference data and must be strategically resolved to
help the clean energy sector better utilize IoT technology for their global expansion and
sustainable market.

Table 6. Parameters of the ranking algorithm.

X SMi PTI γi

X1 0.749 0.732 0.741

X2 0.849 0.847 0.848

X3 0.754 0.742 0.748

X4 0.837 0.835 0.836

X5 0.780 0.764 0.772

X6 0.751 0.746 0.749

X7 0.769 0.754 0.761

X8 0.609 0.574 0.591

X9 0.627 0.573 0.600

X10 0.680 0.669 0.674

X11 0.717 0.692 0.705

X12 0.626 0.607 0.616

X13 0.749 0.747 0.748

X14 0.750 0.725 0.738

X15 0.711 0.671 0.691

Sensitivity Analysis

In this section, the inter/intra-sensitivity analysis is performed. In the intra-sensitivity
analysis, the strategy values are altered systematically with step size one to form nine strat-
egy values from 0.1 to 0.9. For each value, the ordering of barriers is observed graphically
from Figure 2. Eventually, nine lines, each representing a strategy value, are obtained in
the line graph. Later, we extend the line graph to different criteria weight sets. This is done
via rotation of weight values, and as a result, nine sets of weight vectors are obtained, and
for each set, such line graphs are obtained as shown below in Figure 2a–i.

This is a comprehensive sensitivity analysis of the criteria weights and strategy values
depicted as intra- and inter-cases. By this, we understand the effect of strategy values
and CE criteria weights on the ordering of barriers. From Figure 2a–i, it is evident that
the proposed model is robust against alterations to strategy values indicating that the
developed integrated approach can effectively counter the changes in the experts’ strategy
values by retaining the rank ordering intact even though there are changes in rank values
owing to the change in strategy values. On the other hand, in terms of weight alteration
of criteria, we could infer the competition between barriers via the change in order. The
proposed model reveals the competition among barriers and shows that the top-ranked
barrier, X2, remains on top of the order list even after adequate changes are made to criteria
weights through the shift operation. As a result, it is inferred that X2 (labor/workforce
skill insufficiency) is a crucial barrier that an organization should focus on for effectively
facilitating IoT adoption in the clean energy sector.
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5. Comparative Analysis of the Proposed Model vs. Other Models

The efficacy of the proposed Fermatean fuzzy framework is realized in this section
from both the application and method-driven perspectives. Regarding the application
perspective, barrier selection is considered the theme for comparison with extant models. In
terms of method, Fermatean fuzzy-based decision models are compared with the proposed
work in terms of consistency and discrimination ability. For this purpose, extant models
such as Cui et al. [11], Kumar et al. [12], Mardani et al. [10], and Rahman et al. [16] are
compared with the proposed model under the application context. Table 7 describes the
proposed model’s and extant models’ characteristics, which infers the proposal’s efficacy.

Table 7. Summarized view of different characteristics of proposed and extant barrier prioritization models.

Characteristics Proposed Mardani et al.
(2021) [10]

Cui et al.
(2021) [11]

Rahman et al.
(2021) [16]

Kumar et al.
(2021) [12]

Data FFN HFS PFS Fuzzy set Fuzzy set

Criteria weights Considered Considered Considered Considered Considered

Flexibility High Moderate Moderate Low Low

Uncertainty Modeled in
three ways

Modeled in
one way

Modeled in
three ways

Modeled in
one way

Modeled in
one way

Hesitation Considered Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered

Criteria nature
(weight

calculation)
Considered Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered

Experts’
importance Considered Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered

Complexity Moderate Moderate Moderate High High

Personal choices Considered Not considered Not considered Not considered Not considered

Note: FFN—Fermatean fuzzy number, HFS—hesitant fuzzy set, and PFS—Pythagorean fuzzy set.
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From Table 7, it is clear that the proposed model mitigates human intervention by
methodically determining parameters and specific novel innovations are:

• FFN is used as the preferred structure that could not only model uncertainty from three
dimensions, viz., membership, non-membership, and hesitation but also allow flexible
elicitation of preferences by providing a broader window for preference expression,
which is lacking in the extant barrier ranking models considered for comparison. As
evidence to the claim, readers can refer to the work in [13], which is the inception of
FFNs, where the authors clarify the flexibility that FFNs offer to experts during the
preference elicitation process by extending the window of expression, which is lacking
in classical fuzzy sets and PFS.

• Furthermore, it can be observed that the weights are methodically determined by con-
sidering the nature of the criteria and experts’ hesitation. Unlike the extant models, in
the proposed method, criteria type is considered that intuitively aids in the rationality
of weight calculation. Precisely, when experts provide similar opinions or ratings to
a particular criterion, at that time, the effect of the risk component measured via the
Von Neumann measure becomes subtle owing to the criteria type factor of the Von
Neumann measure in the utility function that suppresses the risk component. As a
result, there is only a regret component, and the risk component is either negligible
or zero, indicating that the particular criterion is less important than others and that
experts exhibit a higher level of hesitation towards that criterion. On the other hand, if
both the risk and regret components are involved, and their aversion values a and b,
respectively, are chosen close to the complete aversion that unity, the risk and regret
values become negligible or close to zero, with high rejoice and as a result, the criterion
gets high importance with less hesitation from the experts’ viewpoint. The hesitation
of experts is mapped onto the consideration of risk and regret components. When a
particular component is suppressed (either by considering less aversion of risk/regret
or less variability in the preference distribution), the hesitancy level of experts is high,
and the net utility value is small for the criterion indicating less importance. In other
words, if risk and regret are high, hesitation is high, and utility value is low, eventually
leading to less weight for the criterion.

• Further, the importance of experts is considered during the criteria weight determina-
tion, as the experts are crucial owing to their choice sharing for each criterion. Unlike
other models, in the proposed model, consideration is given to the weights of experts
that can be intuitively observed as potential information in the decision process. More-
over, the complexity of the proposed model is moderate. At the same time, some
approaches have high complexity owing to their pairwise comparison formulation
that adds overhead to the model and increases the computational complexity.

• Finally, the personal choices of experts on each barrier are collected in the form
of a vector and utilized in the formulation for determining rank values of barriers
with a sense of personalization intuitively; the process provides rationality in the
rank estimation and gives a feel of the customizable ordering of barriers. Such a
feature needs to be improved in the extant barrier ranking models compared to the
proposed model.

From Figure 2a–i, it is clear that though there is a change in rank order in the inter-
analysis case, the rank order remains intact in the intra-case, where strategy values are
altered systematically. Personal choices were considered during the analysis process.
However, in Figure 3, we determined the rank values of each barrier without the choice
vector and with criteria weights calculated from Section 3.2. It is evident from the figure
that the ordering for a change in strategy values remains intact here. However, there is a
change in rank values. This shows that the proposed model is stable even after adequate
alterations are introduced in the strategy values in both the choice and no-choice cases.
Further, the analysis depicts the importance of criteria weights and their substantial role in
influencing rank orders of barriers in the study.
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Apart from realizing efficacy from the application’s perspective, let us also investigate
the efficacy from the method’s perspective. For this purpose, we consider extant models
such as Sahoo et al. [31]—TOPSIS, Krishankumar et al. [44]—COPRAS, and Gul et al. [37]—
VIKOR that are compared with the proposed work in terms of rank uniqueness and
Spearman correlation is adopted on the rank orders obtained from each model based on
the preference data from the previous section.

From Figure 4, it is inferred that the proposed model yields a unique rank order for
barriers that can be intuitively explained by the ability of the proposed model to consider
not only personal choices but also determine rank order based on choice vectors from
experts. Such formulation provides rationality in the rank determination process with the
support of personalization that induces a sense of lack of loss of information from experts.
Furthermore, the rank algorithm proposed in this research considers both the importance
of experts and criteria during rank value estimation.
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Figure 5 shows the broadness measure of the proposed framework to infer its supe-
riority in effectively discriminating alternatives (barriers in this case) for proper backup
management and planning in crucial situations. Specifically, 400 matrices of 15× 9 are
randomly generated as a part of the simulation experiment. These matrices are fed as input
to the proposed framework along with the criteria weight vector and choice vector utilized
from Section 4. The matrices are given as input with and without the choice vectors, and
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rank vectors are determined for all 400 matrices. Therefore, two matrices of 400× 15 are
formed, one for a framework with choice vectors and the other for a framework without
choice vectors. Variance is calculated for each rank vector and plotted in Figure 5, which
clearly shows that the proposed framework, with the inclusion of choice vector, produces
broader rank vectors compared to its counterpart. Typically, this allows effective discrimi-
nation of alternatives (barriers in this case), and approximately, the choice-based variant
of the proposed model produces rank values that are ten times broader than its counter-
part, indicating that personal choices play a significant role in rational rank estimation
and provides ease of selection and backup management at critical situations. Though the
stability of the framework is unaffected by the presence or absence of choice vector, criteria
weights play a crucial role in stability determination. In that line of thought, choice vectors
play a substantial role in determining the framework’s discrimination ability, and it can be
inferred intuitively from Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Investigation on discrimination ability of FFS-based WAPAS method.

6. Conclusions

The present work adds value to the field of barrier assessment, particularly in the
technology adoption context in the clean energy sector. As the world is moving towards
clean energy and non-conventional alternatives, integrating technology into the sector
is substantial. However, as discussed above, it needs to be more direct, and hence, the
challenges/barriers must be identified and ranked to support organizations/stakeholders
in planning their strategic line of action. In that train of thought, the present work proposes
a novel integrated decision approach that determines values methodically for criteria
weights and barrier ranks. Hesitation during preference elicitation from experts is carefully
captured by the proposed formulation, along with the choice vectors from experts to offer
rational ordering of barriers.

From the sensitivity analysis, it is inferred that the proposed model is stable when
adequate changes are made to strategy values. From the comparative investigation, it
is clear that the proposed model is novel in terms of the application’s perspective and
yields unique rank orders of barriers when compared to its counterparts, along with overall
rank values for effective discrimination of different barriers involved in the hindrance
of IoT adoption in the clean energy sector. Specifically, the proposed work shows that
criteria weights are crucial during rank value estimation, and choice vectors are crucial in
understanding the experts’ cognitive thought on each alternative and effectively driving
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the approach’s discrimination ability for ease of backup management and planning at
critical times.

Though the proposed approach is innovative and attempts to reduce human inter-
vention, some limitations are worth pointing out, such as: (i) weights of experts are not
methodically determined, (ii) partial information on entities is not considered, and (iii) sub-
jective weights are not integrated into the decision process. Further, some implications of
the work are: (i) the developed integrated approach is a ready-to-use model that organiza-
tions/stakeholders could use for properly planning their strategies on the crucial barriers,
(ii) the developed approach minimizes subjective randomness and biases in the decision
process, (iii) the integrated approach also reduces human intervention by rationally calculat-
ing values of weights and ranks by considering criteria type and choice vectors, (iv) model
can be flexibly extended to other decision problems as well based on appropriate preference
information, and (v) finally, some training is required for experts and stakeholders to utilize
the full potential of the developed approach.

In the future, plans are made to address the limitations of the proposed work. Further,
we use more straightforward representations of uncertainty to see if the output changes
for the present decision problem and many other decision problems to provide inferences
on the decision process comprehensively. Additionally, plans are made to utilize a neu-
trosophic fuzzy set for developing a decision model to address the problem of barrier
prioritization and other decision applications. Further, the approach presented in this
article can be extended for other decision problems in the clean energy sector, such as
location assessment for installation of power plants, storage location evaluation, storage
method evaluation, raw material selection, etc.; and/or sustainability domain such as waste
treatment assessment, alternative transport mode evaluation, green material selection, and
alike, and/or other domains viz., education, health as well. Notably, with a broad scope
for experimentation on the application side, and methodically, the authors have plans
to explore group aspects of decision making along with different fuzzy variants such as
neuromorphic sets and hesitant fuzzy sets. Finally, we also plan to introduce recommenda-
tion and machine learning paradigms with decision approaches for performing large-scale
decision making.
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Appendix A

Symbols used in the equations are presented in Table A1, along with their meaning.

Table A1. Symbols and meaning.

Symbol Meaning

µ Degree of membership or membership grade

υ Degree of non-membership or non-membership grade

π Degree of hesitancy or hesitancy grade

FFi Fermatean fuzzy number
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Table A1. Cont.

Symbol Meaning

ρ Any scalar value greater than 0

R Number of experts

G Number of criteria

NUl j von-Neumann value of expert l rating criterion j

TYl j Regret value of expert l rating criterion j

l Index of expert

j Index of criterion

a Parameter reflecting risk aversion coefficients

b Parameter reflecting regret aversion coefficient

TI j The utility value of criterion j

Wj Weight of criterion j

H Number of barriers

hi The choice value associated with barrier i

i Index of barrier

WAij
Weighted accuracy value associated with barrier i rated over
criterion j

SMi The weighted sum of barrier i

PT I Weighted product of barrier i

γi The final rank value of barrier i

β Strategy value

S(∗) The score value of *

A(∗) Accuracy value of *

Appendix B

The correlation values of the proposed versus other approaches are depicted in
Figure A1, which indicates the complete correlation set of 6× 6 order. Proposed model, no
choice model, model in [31], model in [37], model in [44], and choice with equal weights
model are compared with each other. The proposed Model is presented in this article that
utilizes criteria weights methodically determined by the procedure in Section 3.2 and the
choice vector of experts. Other models are self-explanatory.

Table A2. Correlation matrix.

Correlation Proposed No Choice
Mode [31] [37] [44]

Choice with
Equal

Weights

Proposed 1 0.01 0.04 0.04 0.055 0.2

No choice model 0.01 1 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.03

[31] 0.04 0.5 1 0.5 0.4 0.04

[37] 0.04 0.5 0.5 1 0.4 0.04

[44] 0.055 0.6 0.4 0.4 1 0.05

Choice with
equal weights 0.2 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05 1
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Since the formulation of the proposed ranking method differs from the extant ap-
proaches, the ranking order determined by the proposed method is unique. Intuitively,
both the methodical determination of criteria weights and choice vectors influence the
ordering of barriers. Since the proposed model considers these two parameters, unlike the
other models the ordering obtained by the proposed model can be justified.

From Figure 2, it can be seen that the ordering for the different strategy values remains
unchanged for barriers. The ordering of barriers changes for new weight sets obtained via
rotation of criteria weights. As a result, a particular barrier takes different rank places, as
depicted in Table A3. From Table A3, it is clear that there is competition among barriers
for different rank places, and we can infer that criteria weights play a crucial role in rank
order determination.

Table A3. Rank of barriers with respect to sensitivity analysis of criteria.

Barriers Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Set 7 Set 8 Set 9

X1 8 10 7 7 6 5 6 4 5

X2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2

X3 7 5 8 4 10 7 9 8 7

X4 2 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 3

X5 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 1

X6 6 7 5 5 5 8 4 7 9

X7 3 9 6 9 4 9 5 0 4

X8 15 14 15 14 13 14 15 15 14

X9 14 15 14 15 12 15 14 13 15

X10 12 11 10 12 11 13 11 14 12

X11 10 13 13 13 15 12 12 11 13

X12 13 12 12 11 13 10 13 12 11

X13 5 6 4 6 7 6 7 6 6

X14 9 8 9 10 8 11 8 10 8

X15 11 4 11 8 9 4 10 5 10
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From Table A3, it can be seen that barriers take different rank positions, and this
happens due to a change in weight values for criteria in each set owing to the rotation of
criteria. Specifically, this shows the competition among barriers, supported by Figure 2.
Table A3 depicts the rank orders of barriers for different sets of weights at a strategy
value of 0.50.
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